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relative wound sprout growth inhibition are
depicted in Figure 1. Norway maple wound
regrowth is positively correlated with crown
removal in the presence of Atrinal, while wound
growth of plane tree and red maple are negatively
correlated. The negative correlations determined
for plane tree and red maple could be due to less
Atrinal being translocated in a tree that has been
pruned heavily. Consequently, less growth inhibi-
tion by Atrinal occurs in severely pruned trees.
The positive correlation of Norway maple between
crown removal and Atrinal treatment could be a
reflection of the greater sensitivity of this species
to Atrinal, coupled with the resumption of normal
uptake in succeeding years. This is by no means
the only interpretation but the analysis indicates
that crown removal can significantly alter the ef-
fectiveness of Atrinal treatment among different
species.
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Abstract

ESPOSITO, CHRISTINE. 1987. A sampling of objectionable or misused ornamentals. Am.
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The setting in which people use plants affect the attractiveness, appropriateness, usefulness, and har-
diness of a species. The following article is a collection of plant professionals' suggestions of plants
nurserymen should use less often, use differently, use elsewhere or avoid altogether. As many of those
contributing their opinions pointed out, plant undesirability is certainly in the eye of the beholder. A com-
mon problem that results in plant unworthiness is scale incompatibility. Some landscape plants are simply
too large for their surroundings. Frequently these plants are evergreens. Not understanding the habits and
scales of the plants, people eventually end up needing to remove them.


